Moratorium Closes With Goodell, Seeger

On a very cold fall evening approximately 5,000 students and residents of the Mid-Hudson area thronged to Riverview Field for the second and final rally of the October 15 Moratorium. Waving banners, flashing the peace sign and holding candles, the crowd had answered Pete Seeger's call to Pete Seeger ring out a few tunes to the October 15 moratorium. Goodell was greeted by wild applause and a standing ovation. As the evening wore on, patient, orderly. The ceremonies, originally scheduled to start at 7:30 P.M., were held up for one half hour. When they did start, a gentleman from WEOK radio gave a short speech and proceeded to introduce Pete Seeger.

Seeger, wearing a sweater, chino pants, and a baseball cap entertained the gathering with songs he and others popularized themes. Particularly well received were his versions of "I Want to Go to Andorra," a rather quaint melody about a nation that "spent $4.90 on their defense." When they finished, the crowd roared and a standing ovation. When Seeger finished, Goodell proceeded with a speech which was frequently interrupted with applause. He spoke of his staunch opposition to the war and of his opposition to the President's policy. The Senator was quite emphatic in stating that the U.S. treaty with South Vietnam simply promises them equipment and training and that our troops were not obligatory according to the same treaty.

He stated that he could not see American troops in a fight against Communism just to save them in the hands of "...a government of corruption. And you know what I mean by a corrupt government... If they want our help, let them change their government."

Goodell spoke of a previous rally where a conservative student sarcastically asked him what he would do when he was retired from the Senate in 1970. "I will continue to work for peace" was his reply. "Except for one elderly lady who pleased the anti-war crowd with her reprint of Goodell by claiming that "I never thought I'd see America come to this," and that she was ashamed of Goodell and would not vote for him, there were no counter demonstrations."

---

Gardner, Lash and Feis Highlight F.D.R. Symposium

By Ray Fountain

The Fifth Annual Franklin D. Roosevelt Symposium took place Saturday, Oct. 18, in the Campus Center. The theme was "The People of the Poughkeepsie area joined forces with thousand of the nation's residents, high school students, students at Dutchess and Ulster Community Colleges, Vassar, Bard, New Paltz and Marist, formed a committee to coordinate their peace movement effort; they were joined also by teachers and instructors.

Activities during the day included social services, films, and discussions on the war held in various campus. The religious studies department at Marist College conducted services on the eve and at noon Wednesday. The Moratorium eve service culminated in an all night vigil for peace. After the afternoon of the fifteenth, Marist students joined others in a door-to-door campaign distributing leaflets and collecting signatures on petitions calling for an immediate troop withdrawal. Later that day a walk for peace participated in by about five thousand people through Poughkeepsie transepted; the crowd was enthusiastic but orderly. The
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Call Block 60 was the highpoint of our stay in the stockade. It was a period of the year in which the weather was very cold and the soldiers were not always well dressed. The stockade was surrounded by a wall and a moat, and the guards were stationed on towers. The inmates were allowed to exercise in the sunshine, and their movements were restricted to a small area.

The students were organized into various groups, such as the Black Power group, the Puerto Rican group, and the Native American group. They were allowed to hold meetings and to engage in political activities. The students were also allowed to receive visitors, and they were given the opportunity to write letters and to receive packages.

The student unrest was the result of a variety of factors, including the poor conditions in the stockade, the discrimination and racism prevalent in the army, and the lack of opportunities for personal growth and development.

The army authorities were not always responsive to the students' demands, and there were many violent incidents, including the death of a student who was shot by a guard.

The situation improved after the students' actions brought national attention to the problems in the stockade. The army authorities were forced to make changes, and the students were able to achieve some of their goals.

Jhaka's N.Y. (L.P.) The chairman of a committee to study the conditions of Chinese students in the United States has recommended that the students be allowed to participate in the educational and social life of the country. The chairman of the committee, Mr. Robert S. Morton, said that the students should be allowed to study the American culture and history, and that they should be given the opportunity to express their views and to participate in decision-making processes.

The chairman also recommended that the students be allowed to form their own organizations, and that they be given the opportunity to participate in extracurricular activities. He said that the students should be allowed to express their views and to participate in decision-making processes.

The recommendation was made by the chairman of the committee, Mr. Robert S. Morton, who said that the students should be allowed to study the American culture and history, and that they should be given the opportunity to express their views and to participate in decision-making processes.

The chairman also recommended that the students be allowed to form their own organizations, and that they be given the opportunity to participate in extracurricular activities. He said that the students should be allowed to express their views and to participate in decision-making processes.
Notes From Bogota
The Silent Majority

By Paul Brown

Along with the memories which President Nixonigon left on the collective mind of the nation, the television
image of the Third World is an important one. The
people of the Third World have a right to be heard,
but their voices may be drowned out by the chaos of
the world. How can we bring about a change in the
Third World? If we can make it heard, we can help
make history.

The Third World is a vast area of the world where
millions of people live in poverty. The Third World
includes such countries as Brazil, India, China,
and many others. These nations are often referred to
as the "Third World" because they are not part of
the developed nations of Europe and North America.

The people of the Third World face many chal-
 lenges. They must struggle to gain basic needs such
as food, shelter, and education. They must also
struggle against political and economic oppression.

The Silent Majority is one of the most important
groups in the Third World. These are the people
who are not heard. They are the people who are
suffering, but who have no voice. These are the
people who need our help.

The Silent Majority is not a monolithic group. It
includes people from all walks of life. There are
farmers, workers, students, and others who are
struggling against poverty. These are the people
who need our help.

The Silent Majority is a group that is difficult
to organize. They are scattered all over the Third
World, and they are often afraid to speak out. But
we must try to reach them. We must try to help
them.

We can begin by educating ourselves about the
Third World. We can learn about the challenges
that the Silent Majority faces. We can learn about
the work that is being done to help them.

We can also try to reach out to the Silent Majority
ourselves. We can try to establish a relationship
with them, and to listen to their voices. We can
try to understand their struggles, and to support
them in their efforts.

The Silent Majority is an important group. They
are the people who are suffering, and who need
our help. If we can reach them, we can help make
history.
Swimming Meet Won By Fin and Racket Club

by Gery Garay

Crew From

The season was strong and encouraging. We were well prepared, having been successful in the two previous meets. The will to win was strong and the team was confident in its abilities. The meet was a well-organized event and the supporters were enthusiastic. The meet was a great success and the team was pleased with its performance.

In Perspective

Bob Krenn

FOOTBALL

Vikings vs. St. John's. Sat. 2:00

These Amazing Mets

by Ron Bartsch

The Vikings had a strong game against St. John's. The team was well prepared and the players performed well. The Vikings won the game with a strong performance.

Sailors Defeated at Mohawk

The Vikings lost a tough game against the Mohawk team. The team was well-prepared and had a good performance. However, the Mohawk team was stronger and won the game.

Those Amazing Mets

The team had a strong game against the Mohawk team. The players performed well and the team was confident in its abilities. The game was a well-organized event and the supporters were enthusiastic.

In Perspective

Bill Iacobellis

The Vikings had a strong game against St. John's. The team was well-prepared and the players performed well. The Vikings won the game with a strong performance.

Peas and Carrots

by Joe McFarland

You can't help but love the enthusiasm and exuberance of the Peas and Carrots team. They are always full of spirit and energy, and their positive attitude is contagious. They always perform well and are a joy to watch.
**FOOTBALL**

**Vikings Roll 34-6**

By Kevin Donnelly

The Vikings in their best offensive showing of the year beat Assumption College 34-6 at Lewiston Field last Saturday.

In the absence of starting quarterback John Hadley and in an entirely new offense under the direction of freshman quarterback Ron Vuy, the Vikings rolled up their highest point total of the year.

Dick Hadnack, who scored three touchdowns, returned to the lineup after missing the last two games because of a rib injury. It was the first time since Plattsburgh that Dourdis and Hadnack started together. They made their presence felt as both went over the 100 yard mark in rushing gaining 110 and 139 yards, respectively.

The offensive line of the Vikings consisting of: Emmett Cooke, Bill McGarr, Mike Cahill.

**Contiuned On 6**

**Soccer Team Ties Nyack 1-1**

October 14 offered the Mariet Soccer team some consolation on their losing season. As they had done in past games, they competed all the way around a play, this time the outcome was different as the score was 1-1 at the end. The final period saw Mariet outshot three opponents 6-4. The second half saw Mariet outshot Nyack 11-5 but Nyack was able to score when John Bubenko sliped in the goal mouth and the ball went through the opening. Tom Jastoff scored the goal for Nyack at 20:24. In the third period we outshot our opponents 7-1 but were still unable to score. At 0:59 of the fourth period a pass in the penalty area set up a penalty shot by Tom Rabbitt at 8:02 in the third period to make the score 1-1.

**Runners Win Three**

by Steve Kopki

On Saturday, October 18th the Mariet College Cross Country team ran full strength for the first time this season. The team returned full strength by the return of Bill Gallo and with a strong race by co-captain Bob Mayerhofer, the team ran through with a strong solid team. Bob Mayerhofer College 27:28, Drew University 28:28 and New York University 29:45, the harriers ran together as a team and constantly pushed each other throughout the race. Three these opponents were actually better than the Mariet but the harriers were confident and held their injury ridden squad last week.

After the race the harriers were taken by runners from the other schools, Mariet came across with a strong leader in, John Fabio, who held off Syracuse 16:14:6. A close finish was won by Bill Gallo. The race was one mile in length as opposed to the usual 2000 meters.

The first eight consisting of: stroke, Joe Shreut, 7-John Wilson, 6-Gerry Schaeffer, 5-Jim Cockcroft, 4-John Lyons, 3-Marty Grims, 2-Tom Maslinka, 1-Mark Brandt, and coxswain-Harry Manley, won it's closest finish by just three lengths. The winning time was 2:51:14:6. The position of the Mariet in the first eight was the first time Mariet has ever finished the first eight. They completed the course in a time of 5:14:14 while it took Syracuse 5:29.

The second Freshman Crew, made up of oarsmen: stroke-Dennis Staffir, 7-Andre Albert, 6-Jim Petrone, 5-Jack McCarthy, 4-Braden Weaver, 3-Joe Pongan, 2-Tim Galdrey, 1-Mike Hawn, and coxswain-Vince Bare, also came in second with a time of 5:14:14:6. The winning time was 5:46:16.9 seconds better than Syracuse.

The third boat, which was their only boat that did not compete, is coxed by Bill Dourdis, 7-John Dennis, 6-Joe Fitzgerald, 5-Greg McLaughlin, 4-Steve Gillen, 3-Kevin Boland, 2-Paul Lacombe, 1-Mike developers, and coxswain-Time Long.

CONTINUED ON 7